
 
 
 
 
 

 

   LCD Mono Click

   

PID: MIKROE-3789

LCD Mono Click is a Click board™ that uses the LS013B7DH03 LCD display from Sharp which
combined with the EFM32, from Silicon Labs, and its energy saving capabilities creates a
powerful display application. The application is capable of driving a 128x128 pixel display
drawing as little as 2 µA while showing a static image. Even when updating the frame every
second the current consumption can be lower than 5 µA.

LCD Mono click is supported by a mikroSDK compliant library, which includes functions that
simplify software development. This Click board™ comes as a fully tested product, ready to be
used on a system equipped with the mikroBUS™ socket.



 
 
 
 
 

 

 Specifications
Type LCD
Applications 128x128 pixels monochrome display, with a

3-wire SPI interface
On-board modules LS013B7DH03 LCD display from Sharp
Key Features EFM32 helps reduce power consumption,

driving a 128x128 pixel display drawing as
little as 2 µA while showing a static image

Interface GPIO,SPI
Compatibility mikroBUS
Click board size L (57.15 x 25.4 mm)
Input Voltage 3.3V

Resources

mikroBUS™

mikroSDK

Click board™ Catalog

Click boards™

Downloads

LCD Mono click example on Libstock

LCD Mono click 2D and 3D files

LS013B7DH03 datasheet

LCD Mono click schematic
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